MANIFESTO

I Pankaj Yadav(160020051), If elected as sports secretary for hostel 9, I propose to do the following:

Initiative:
● Marking H9 on all the sports equipments so that we can differentiate them from other hostels and can be recognized

General championships:
● Will ensure that players are informed in advance for their respective GCs and online group will also be made in advance
● Ensure that everyone in the hostel knows about the GCs coming and result of GCs
● Ensure the refreshments are provided in all the GCs and practice sessions
● GC winners photos will be put up in the sports room
● Ensure that practice slots for GCs is utilized well
● Ensure that sprays and first aid kit are available to the team

Intra hostel:
● Will help in organizing various intra hostel activities
● Will ensure that all the sports in intra are played with proper rules

Maintenance:
● Make sure that the Sports equipments are in proper condition and are available when needed
● Cleaning of gym equipments in specific time duration's

As a council member:
● Will help during Nautanki and will ensure that entertainment events are conducted properly
● Will work with full enthusiasm in PAF, VALFI and other hostel events

Credentials:
● Won bronze medal in hockey GC
● Was in the Institute hockey league champion team
● Won the freshie hockey tournament with H16
● NSO hockey